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and the team is already working on some of these enhancements. dan says they're going to focus on
technology and tooling to make it easier to incorporate custom content. there's going to be a new
api, so that mods can communicate with each other without relying on an outdated, complicated

scripting system. then there's a new web-based dashboard, which will allow players to select from a
number of different modes for their current server. and mta is already working on a new deployment
system, so that it's easier to distribute new servers in a timely manner. the concept of killstreaks is
first introduced in mta. these are special weapons that the player can earn and use, as well as just
find lying around in the world. you can see them on the map and players can tap them to receive
them. dan explains there are three killskillstreak levels, each with different stats that affect the

player's experience and the way the server plays. the higher the killstreak, the more experience the
player gets, the more kills they can get, and the better the weapons they're carrying. killstreaks can
only be activated by players who are in them, but they can be activated by an enemy player as well.
dan calls this the meta game, as it's not just about being a good player. being a good player is just a

part of it. you also need to have the killstreak to use. having the most kills is great, but it's not
enough, dan continues. samp, dan says, is not an ea game. it's not meant to be. instead it's a

'community game' that just happens to include the big online games. the parts of it that are generic
just about anything. they're not the biggest part of it, but just enough to make it work. there's no

money in it, as dan says. it's open-source and free, and if you give your server a good name, maybe
you can get a donation from somebody. and dan says this is the future of this industry, as there's no
money in it. you don't need to give ea a cut of your money, but you can have a good name for your
server. a well-known name and a good name will get you money. we actually already have a pretty

good name. it's not like we're going to go out and buy a domain name. we'll just have to use the
name that's already out there and then when we get recognition we'll buy a domain name. but in the

meantime we're good. we can use the word mta in our name and not have to buy a domain name.
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the callbacks are sections of code run by the server, so if you want to show a big message on the
screen when a player leaves, enters or gets killed you would put the code for that there. all the

callbacks the game uses (except 2, but they are used by filterscripts, not gamemodes and are not
covered here) are in your file, you cannot make up your own. most of them appear as someones

under do, but some (i.e. onplayercommandtext, onplayerrequestclass, ongamemodeinit and main
(which is not strictly a callback and never has more than your game title) have other bits in already,

either to make the game work or to show you what to do there. you may also use other, similar
blocks (as we are about to) which look the same but are called functions, these have to be called by
you yourself. 1 then there are the role-playing servers based on the idea that you can be a low-life
criminal instead of a well-adjusted immigrant. the most famous such server is sandbox, where the

town itself is only a couple of blocks wide and you can be a mob boss if you can afford the
(considerable) bribes. if you're not a mob boss, and can't afford the bribe, you might end up working
for some absentee landlord who tends to walk around the streets with a shotgun and demands that

you keep the windows clean. how long this can last is anyone's guess. but for me, it's a breath of
fresh air after being a gta fan for a while. even if the servers are well-run, and i've never been able
to tell, i still get the same sickly feeling in my stomach when my true-believer girlfriend joins me on

the helicopter ride to the airport. it's great fun, though, and a truly refreshing change of pace.
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